In this paper we present two languages that are re nements of timed CSP 4]: a probabilistic language, and a fully deterministic language with a notion of priority. In the rst part of the paper we describe the deterministic language and its semantic model. The syntax is based upon that of timed CSP except some of the operators are re ned so as to remove all nondeterminism; this produces prioritized operators. The semantics for our language represents a process as the set of possible behaviours for the process, where a behaviour models the priorities for di erent actions. A number of algebraic laws for our language are given and the model is illustrated with two examples. In the second part of the paper, we extend the language by adding a probabilistic choice operator. We produce a semantic model for our language which gives the probabilities of di erent behaviours occurring, as well as modelling the relative priorities for events within a behaviour. The model is illustrated with an example of a communications protocol transmitting messages over an unreliable medium.
Introduction
Communicating sequential processes 5] is a language for reasoning about concurrent processes. This model has been extended 14, 15, 13] to include a treatment of timing information. Previous models have allowed nondeterminism; this has proved to be a useful tool in that it allows one to underspecify the behaviour of processes, and so maintain a high level of abstraction. However, previous models have failed to model the probabilities involved in nondeterministic choices. In this paper we aim to overcome this de ciency, and in doing so also produce a fully deterministic model with a notion of priority. We have chosen to build our probabilistic model upon a deterministic model because it is our belief that in order to argue about probabilistic behaviours it is necessary to be able to predict precisely how the non-probabilistic parts behave in a given circumstance. If a language includes other forms of nondeterminism, besides probabilistic choice, then it is not possible to predict the probability of a particular behaviour occurring. For example, consider the question:
What is the probability that the process a ?! STOP ? b ?! STOP performs an a if the environment is willing to perform either an a or a b at time 0?
In the standard models of timed CSP the external choice operator is underspeci ed, and so it is not possible to answer this question. We need to re ne this operator in order to produce a deterministic version; this will then allow us to predict the behaviour of the process described above. Some researchers have got around this problem by specifying that if a process is able to perform two or more separate actions then the choice is made by the environment. We avoid this because: 1 INTRODUCTION 2 we consider the environment to be a more passive entity than the process; it seems strange that an environment is able to choose between two actions whereas a process is not; this idea clashes with our intuition of a system (built out of smaller components) being in an environment consisting of a user who is willing to observe any event.
In more recent work 12], we have tried to combine probabilities with nondeterminism (in the sense of underspeci cation). The paper tried to represent processes as sets of probability functions, one probability function for each way of resolving the nondeterminism. However, we showed that none of the standard models of CSP|such as traces, failures or ready-sets|can be extended to cover both probabilities and underspeci cation; it seems very hard to combine the two phenomena. We believe that a fully deterministic model is a useful thing in its own right because:
nondeterminism can be considered a bad thing, in that a nondeterministic process is unpredictable and we would like programs that we write to always behave in a predictable way; the approach we will take will be to give certain actions higher priorities than other actions; this will give us a more powerful language for specifying processes.
Most previous probabilistic process algebras have used a probabilistic external choice operator, written say as p ? q , such that P p ? q Q o ers the environment a choice between the actions of P and Q; if the environment is willing to perform the actions of either, then P is chosen with probability p and Q is chosen with probability q (where p + q = 1). We choose to separate the two phenomena of external choice and probabilistic nondeterminism for we believe them to be orthogonal issues. Our language will include two deterministic external choice operators and a probabilistic internal choice operator. Having more operators produces a language that, while being harder to reason about, is easier to reason with. Our deterministic external choice operators, which we will write as and , will be the same as the operators 1 ? 0 and 0 ? 1 : if the environment is willing to perform the actions of either P or Q, then P Q will act like P, and P Q will act like Q. Hence these are prioritized operators, and, in a sense, the prioritized external choice is the \limit" of a probabilistic external choice. The probabilistic external choice operator can be regained from the prioritized operators via the identity P p ? q Q = (P Q) p u q (P Q), where p u q is a probabilistic internal choice operator.
We assume that the reader is familiar with the syntax and semantics of timed CSP, as described in, for example, 4]. The paper is split into three parts: the rst two parts describe the deterministic and probabilistic models respectively; the third part sums up.
Part I The Deterministic Model 2 Syntax
We want to produce a language that is deterministic in the following sense: in each environment, there is only one way in which a given process can behave. In order to produce a deterministic language, we must rst understand the ways in which nondeterminism can arise. Nondeterminism can arise in timed CSP in a number of ways:
Explicit nondeterminism: The process P u Q chooses nondeterministically between the processes P and Q. In this paper we wish to deal with a completely deterministic model, and so we shall ban the nondeterministic choice operator from our syntax.
External choice: Consider the process a ?! P ? b ?! Q: if the environment is willing to do either an a or a b at some time, then the choice is made nondeterministically.
Interleaving: Consider the process a ?! P b ?! Q: if the environment is willing to allow exactly one of a and b, then the choice is made nondeterministically.
Hiding and renaming: Deterministic processes can sometimes be made nondeterministic by hiding or renaming. For example, if the process a ?! P ? b ?! Q is put in an environment that o ers just a b at time 0, then the b will be performed. If however the process (a ?! P ? b ?! Q) n a is put in the same environment then it will nondeterministically choose between performing the b or performing the a silently.
The last three forms can all be thought of as types of underspeci cation; in normal timed CSP we do not specify how the operators behave in the situations described. We shall re ne our operators so as to overcome this underspeci cation.
Biased external choice
We de ne two external choice operators, and . The left-biased choice P Q will choose P if the environment is willing to do the rst events of both P and Q (at some time). The right-biased choice P Q will choose Q if the environment is willing to do the rst events of both P and Q. For example, we can model a customer who is willing to accept a to ee, but would prefer a chocolate:
where we have written chocolate as an abbreviation for chocolate ?! STOP.
Parallel composition
Consider the process (a b) k (a b). If the environment o ers both a and b at time 0, then the behaviour of the process is not fully speci ed. The left hand side wants to perform a, while the right hand side wants to perform b. The only sensible interpretation is that the process chooses nondeterministically between the a and the b. We are aiming to eliminate all nondeterminism so we must re ne our syntax in some way: we de ne a left biased parallel operator k which arbitrates in favour of its left hand argument; so, for example, (a b)k (a b) will perform an a if the environment o ers both a and b. We can consider the left hand side to be a master, and the right hand side to be a slave that will do whatever its master wants, if it can. When he is placed in parallel with the biased vending machine, with him as the master, he gets just a chocolate since the vending machine is only willing to dispense one sweet:
GCUST k VMB = chocolate to ee Similarly, we de ne a right-biased interleaving operator ?! that arbitrates in favour of its right-hand argument.
Complete syntax
The complete syntax for deterministic timed CSP (DTCSP) is as follows P ::= STOP j SKIP j WAIT t j a t ?! P j P P j P P j P k P j P k ! P j P A k B P j P A k ! B P j P ? P j P ?! P j P o 9 P j WAIT t ; P j P n A j f (P) j X F(X ) where t ranges over the set TIME of times, which we take to be positive real numbers; a ranges over some alphabet of events; A and B range over P ; f over ! ; and F over functions from process names to processes. = (a b) n a. It is interesting to ask whether this process can ever perform a b. The process P certainly prefers to perform an a (silently) to a b. In a previous paper 6] we took the view that the environment would always be willing to perform no events; hence P could never perform a b since it would always choose to perform a silent a. This assumption produces a model which, while self-consistent, is extremely complicated and contains a number of unusual and undesirable features. In this paper we adopt the view that the environment is not always willing to idle. Then the process P is able to perform a b, but only if its environment is not willing to perform the empty bag of events.
Consider for example the process b k P. The left hand side of this prefers to perform a b than to idle; it is the master and so it forces P to perform the b even though P would prefer to perform a silent a. where the ? could be either a left-or right-biased external choice. Now the i will be performed as soon as it is o ered, and C will be interrupted as required.
Semantics
In this section we develop a semantic model for our language. We begin by describing how we want to model a typical behaviour of a process; we then present some notation, before producing the semantic model itself, which will represent a process by the set of all behaviours that it can perform. 
Behaviours
As in most models of concurrency, we want our representation of a behaviour (or observation) of a process to record the events performed. Since we are interested in the di erent priorities given to di erent actions, we also want to include some representation of these priorities. It will ease our notation to also include the time at which the observation ends. Our model of a behaviour will therefore consist of three parts: the time up until which the process is observed, the events that it performs and the priorities given to di erent actions. The trace of a process is the collection of timed events that it performs. In standard timed CSP the traces h(0; a); (0; b)i and h(0; b); (0; a)i are treated as distinct. In this paper we want to associate these; otherwise when we come to consider probabilities we will experience problems. Consider, for example, the process a ?b: if the environment is willing to perform an a and a b at time 0 then this can perform the trace h(0; a); (0; b)i with probability one and can also perform the trace h(0; b); (0; a)i with probability one: our probabilities will not sum to one. In our model we shall say that this process | in this environment | performs the bag fja; bj g at time zero with probability one.
We shall represent traces as functions from a time interval to bags of events. Note: It is normal to consider a function from type a to type b to be of type P(a b). Using this identi cation, we can consider a timed trace to be of type P(TIME bag ), i.e. a trace is simply a collection of o ers. We will make use of this to simplify our notation. A process will often be willing to o er more than one particular bag of events. It will then have some preference as to which bag of events it would rather perform. For example, the process a ?b initially o ers the bags fja; bj g, fjaj g, fjbj g, and fjj g, and prefers fja; bj g to fjaj g, prefers fjaj g to fjbj g, and prefers fjbj g to fjj g. We want to model the order of preference of o ers. An environmental o er is the collection of timed events that the process is o ered by the environment; more formally, it is a set of o ers, i.e. a set of type P(OFF ). We let EOFF be the set of all environmental o ers and write for a typical member. We shall discuss environmental o ers more fully after we have introduced some notation.
A behaviour will be a triple of type TIME OFFREL TT. The behaviour ( ; v; s) will represent an observation up until time , where trace s is observed, and where the o er relation is v. We shall discuss which behaviours are possible after we have introduced some notation.
Notation
Our notation is an extension of the notation of 4].
Bag notation
Our notation for bags is as follows: we write b:e for the number of times element e occurs in bag b; 
Notation for o ers
We de ne projection functions that select the time and event bag components of an o er:
We de ne restriction, hiding and renaming operators on o ers:
We de ne partial union, bag union and bag di erence operators on o ers: 
Notation for traces
The interval function times returns the set of times at which events occur:
This contrasts with the function I which returns the set of all times in the domain of a trace: Is b = dom s We de ne begin and end operators which return the times of the rst and last events of a trace; times s will always be nite, so begin and end will return the minimum and maximum of times s, respectively: = fa j 9t a 2 s(t)g The during operator, ", returns the portion of a trace that occurs during some time interval:
s " I b = ft 7 ! s(t) j t 2 I g We use this to de ne before, strictly before, after, strictly after and at operators, , < , , > and ":
We de ne a partial concatenation operator on traces: t v b = f(t; ) 2 \ items v j 8 (t; ) 2 items v \ ) (t; ) v (t; )g Note that t v is a set of o ers, one o er for each time during the duration of , and so can be thought of as a trace | namely the trace where at each instant the element of that is maximal under v is performed. This will be the trace that a process with o er relation v will perform when placed in an environment .
Possible behaviours
Only certain behaviours ( ; v; s) are possible. We want to limit our attention to those that satisfy a number of healthiness conditions which express some of our intuitions about how a process should behave. We introduce the space BEH of possible behaviours:
De nition 4.1 (Possible behaviours): The space BEH is de ned to be those triples ( ; v; s) of type TIME OFFREL TT satisfying the following conditions: In section 4.5 we will also show that the behaviours satisfy the following nite speed conditions:
The process can only perform a nite number of events in a nite time:
The o er relation changes shape a nite number of times: In general, we will allow the environmental o er to be a function of the observed behaviour. This ts in with our intuition of the environment for process P being another process, Q, running in parallel with P; di erent behaviours of P will cause Q to act in di erent ways and so will cause di erent environmental o ers in the future. In general, it is enough to allow the environment to depend upon the o er relation of the process. When we want to stress that environment is a function of the o er relation v, we will write (v).
The semantic space DTM B
We are now ready to de ne our semantic space. Firstly, we give a name to the space of sets of prioritized behaviours TS B b = P(BEH ) TS B is the space of timed sets using biases. We de ne the space DTM B (the Deterministic Timed Model using Biases) to be those sets A of type TS B satisfying a number of healthiness conditions. Intuitively, the set A represents a process that can perform any of the behaviours in A. The set A must obey the following axioms:
1. 8 > 0 9 n( ) ( ; v; s) 2 A ) #s 6 n( ) 2. 8 > 0 9 n( ) ( ; v; s) 2 A ) 9 k 6 n( ) ; I 0 ; : : : ; I k? 1 We discuss each of these axioms in turn:
1. The number of events that a process can perform in a nite time is bounded. 2. The number of times at which an o er relation can change in a nite time is bounded. 3. A process is able to perform any bag of events that it o ers. 4. The process is deterministic: given the way the environmental behaves, there is a unique o er relation that it can have; it will perform those members of the environmental o er that are maximal with respect to this o er relation.
The following law can be deduced from the axioms: if a process can have a particular behaviour, then it can perform any pre x of that behaviour: 
Pre xing
The process a 0 ?! P should o er an a until it is performed, and then act like P. In order for this to t with our intuition of causality, we insist that P is unable to perform any events at time 0 (i.e., the a 0 ?! operator is a partial function, de ned for only such P).
A DT ?! WAIT t ; P. We will write a ?! P as a shorthand for a ?! P.
5 DEFINITIONS OF THE OPERATORS 14 
External choice
Consider the process P Q. We want to derive a de nition for the o er relation of P Q in terms of the o er relations of P and Q. We begin by considering an example. Suppose P has o er relation v P and Q has o er relation v Q , with fjaj g = P fjj g = P fjbj g and fjcj g = Q fjaj g = Q fjj g = Q fjdj g. Then:
If the environment o ers fjaj g then P will perform it; If the environment does not o er fjaj g, then P may idle and Q may perform fjcj g, fjj g or fjdj g.
Note that even if the environment doesn't allow idling at some time t (for example if it o ers only fjcj g or fjdj g) then P may idle at time t while Q performs fjcj g or fjdj g. Note also that Q cannot perform fjaj g since if the environment o ers it, it would be performed by P. If none of these are possible, then P will perform fjbj g. Hence P Q has an o er relation with fjaj g = fjcj g = fjj g = fjdj g = fjbj g.
In general, the o er relation of P Q is formed by 1. taking P's o er relation (fjaj g = fjj g = fjbj g in our example); 2. replacing the occurrence of fjj g with Q's o er relation (to get fjaj g = fjcj g = fjaj g = fjj g = fjdj g = fjbj g in our example); 3. for each bag that occurs twice, removing the lower copy (to get fjaj g = fjcj g = fjj g = fjdj g = fjbj g).
In general, P Q can perform the o er w if the environment o ers w and P would rather perform w than idle and the environment o ers nothing that P prefers to w; P chooses to idle, Q o ers w and the environment o ers nothing that Q prefers to w; or Q doesn't o er w, P would rather idle than perform w but the environment does not allow idling and does not o er anything that Q could perform nor anything that P prefers to w.
The process should o er w more strongly than v if P prefers w to idling and v is either o ered by Q but not P, or o ered by P less strongly than w; P prefers neither v nor w to idling, Q o ers w and either Q prefers w to v, or v is o ered by P but not Q; or P o ers v weaker than w, but would rather idle, and Q o ers neither v or w.
Hence if P has o er relation v P and Q has o er relation v Q then P Q has o er relation v P v Q , where the operator : OFFREL OFFREL ! OFFREL is de ned by v(v P v Q )w , w = P (t; fjj g)^(v v P w _ v 2 items v Q n items v P ) _ v; w 6 = P (t; fjj g)^w 2 items v Q^( v v Q w _ v 2 items v P n items v Q ) _ v v P w < P (t; fjj g)^v; w = 2 items v Q where t = Iv = Iw
Note that items(v P v Q ) = items v P items v Q .
Having explained how the o er relation of P Q is derived from the o er relations of P and Q, we can now derive the semantic de nition of the process. The process P Q can perform the empty trace if both P and Q can; perform a non-empty trace s if P can perform it and Q can perform the empty trace up until time t = begin s; if the bag performed at time t is below the empty bag in P's o er relation, then Q must also be able to reject it (or else Q would have performed it); or perform a non-empty trace s if Q can perform it and P can perform the empty trace up until time begin s; P must not prefer the initial action to idling (or else P would have performed it).
This gives the following de nition:
A We de ne P Q by P Q b = Q P. We have a number of laws for the left-biased choice operator:
(P Q) R = P (Q R) associativity P P = P idempotence P STOP = STOP P = P STOP is an identity perform an a in preference to a c, whereas (P Q) R and P (Q R) will perform a c in preference to an a.
Parallel composition
We consider now the parallel composition of two processes. We start by considering the left-biased We use this de nition to de ne the other parallel operators: A number of laws hold for the parallel operators: 
prefers a c to an a, whereas (P X k ! Y Q) X Y k Z R prefers an a to a c; P X k Y Z (Q Y k Z R) prefers a b to a c, whereas P X k Y Z (Q Y k ! Z R) prefers a c to a b. We also do not have the`law' P k ( 
Then P k (Q k ! R) prefers an a to a b, whereas (P k Q) k ! R prefers a b to an a.
Interleaving
We want to derive a de nition for the o er relation of P ? Q in terms of the o er relations of P and Q. We begin by considering the question
If P ? Q o ers w, then what do P and Q o er?
It is clear that P must o er some subo er of w, and Q must o er the rest of w. Let w P be the subo er of w that P o ers strongest subject to the condition that Q can perform the rest of w. Let w Q be the rest of w. We claim that P ? Q o ering w corresponds to P o ering w P and Q o ering w Q , so P performs the subo er of w that it prefers (so long as Q can perform the rest of w). We de ne an operator 4 v P ;v Q which returns the subset of its argument that is o ered strongest by v P subject to the condition that the rest of the argument is o ered by v Q .
4 v P ;v Q w = t v P fw 0 P 2 items v P j w 0 P w^w ? w 0 P 2 items v Q g if 9 w P 2 items v P ; w Q 2 items v Q w = w P ] w Q Let w P and w Q be the subo ers of w performed by P and Q respectively. Let v P and v Q be the corresponding subo ers of v. In the combination P ? Q the process P is the master, so P ? Q o ers w more strongly than v if P o ers w P strictly stronger than v P , or w P = v P The right biased interleave operator is de ned by P ?! Q b = Q ? P.
We have a number of laws for interleaving: 
Hiding
In order to de ne the operation of hiding on processes we must rst de ne hiding on o er relations.
A bag of events w being o ered by P n X corresponds to P o ering a bag of events w 0 such that w 0 n X = w. In general, P may be able to perform several bags w 0 such that w 0 n X = w. We make the assumption that it performs the one that is maximal with respect to its o er relation | this can be thought of as a sort of maximal progress assumption.
We therefore want to de ne an operator * g v : OFF ! OFF (where g is a function of type bag ! bag , such as the hiding operator on bags) such that * g v w is the v-strongest o er w 0 such that gw 0 = w. a behaviour of P that does not terminate before time ;
a behaviour of P that terminates between times ? and ; or a behaviour of P that terminates successfully before time ? followed by a behaviour of Q after a delay of .
Note that we have to hide the event from any behaviour of P in order to make sure that it happens (silently) as soon as possible. We have the following de nition:
A DT P The following laws hold: SKIP o 9 P = WAIT ; P e ect of SKIP WAIT t ; WAIT t 0 ; P = WAIT t + t 0 ; P successive delays
Recursion
In order to de ne recursion, we rst de ne a metric on the space DTM B . We do this by considering the rst time at which two processes may be distinguished. We de ne an operator < on behaviour sets which gives the behaviours of a process up to a certain time:
We de ne the metric on DTM B by d(A P ; A Q ) b = inff2 ?t j A P < t = A Q < tg
We want recursive calls to be delayed by time so as to make all recursions well de ned. We de ne a function M on the semantic space which delays all behaviours by time . We now start to discuss the probabilistic model. We add a probabilistic choice operator to the syntax of the language discussed in the previous sections: the process P p u q Q will act like P with probability p and like Q with probability q. Since our previous language was completely deterministic, we know that the only place where nondeterminism arises in our new language is through the use of the probabilistic choice operator; this will allow us to give probabilities to all nondeterministic choices. The complete syntax for Probabilistic Biased Timed CSP (PBTCSP) is as follows:
P ::= STOP j SKIP j WAIT t j a t ?! P j P P j P P j P k P j P k ! P j P A k B P j P A k ! B P j P ? P j P ?! P j P p u q P j P o 9 P j WAIT t ; P j P n A j f (P) j X F(X ) where t ranges over the set TIME of times; a ranges over some alphabet of events; p and q range over the interval (0; 1), with the property that p + q = 1; A and B range over P ; f ranges over ! ; and F ranges over functions from process names to processes.
SEMANTICS 21 Semantics
As before, we de ne a behaviour or an observation of a process to be a triple ( ; v; s), where is the time up until which the process is observed.
v is a partial order on the space OFF (= TIME bag ) of o ers. We say a process o ers stronger than at time t, and write (t; ) v (t; ) if the process gives a higher priority to the bag of events than the bag of events at time t.
s is a timed trace, of type TIME ! bag ; s(t) is the bag of events performed at time t.
Recall the de nition of the space TS B of sets of prioritized behaviours:
We also want to be able to discuss the space PTF B (Probabilistic, Timed Functions using Biases) of probability functions:
We will represent a process by a pair (A; f ) of type TS B PTF B . As before, A gives the set of behaviours that a process can perform; f is a probability function: f ( ; v; s) is the probability of ( ; v; s) occurring, given a suitable environment, i.e. any environment such that ( ; v; s) is compatible with (in the sense of section 4.4). Note that if ( ; v; s) is compatible with two di erent environments and 0 then the probability of ( ; v; s) occurring is the same in environment as in 0 . This is because to say that ( ; v; s) is compatible with and 0 means that both environments o er everything performed in trace s but neither o ers anything o ered stronger under the o er relation v: the rest of the environmental o ers do not have any a ect on the behaviour of the process so the probability of ( ; v; s) is the same in each environment.
We de ne the space PTM B (the Probabilistic Timed Model using Biases) to be those pairs (A; f ) in TS B PTF B satisfying the following axioms:
1. 8 > 0 9 n( ) ( ; v; s) 2 A ) #s 6 n( ) 2. 8 > 0 9 n( ) ( ; v; s) 2 A ) 9 k 6 n( ) ; I The rst three of these axioms are the same as the rst three axioms in the deterministic model. We discuss the other three axioms in turn:
4. If the probability of a process having a certain behaviour is non zero, then that behaviour is possible. 5. If the environment o ers no events at time 0, then the empty trace occurs with probability one. 22 6. The probability of a process displaying some behaviour up to time is the same as the sum of the probabilities of the extensions of this behaviour that could have resulted from the environment o ering between times and 0 .
It is worth noting that, in any environment, there is a countable number of behaviours that a process can perform | this is a result of the syntax we have chosen, which only allows binary probabilistic choice. This fact means that summing over probabilities (rather than integrating) is a valid technique.
The rôle of the environment
It is worth stressing the relationship between the probability function f and the environment . f ( ; v; s) is the probability of the process performing ( ; v; s) for behaviours ( ; v; s) that are compatible with . We can use this to de ne a probability function f (for each environment ) that gives the probabilities of each behaviour in environment . In behaviour b 1 the probabilistic choice is made in favour of the head, so a head is o ered, but nothing is performed. Behaviour b 2 is similar, except the choice is made in favour of the tail. In behaviour b 3 the choice is made in favour of the head, which is performed at time 1. In behaviour b 4 the choice is made in favour of the tail, which is performed at time 1. The probability function f associated with this process associates the following probabilities with these behaviours:
The two behaviours where the probabilistic choice is made in favour of the head are given probability 1=3 while the behaviours where the choice is made in favour of the tail are given probability 2=3. .
Semantic functions
We shall de ne functions A PBT : PBTCSP ! TS B and P PBT : PBTCSP ! PTF B such that A PBT P gives the set of possible behaviour of process P, and P PBT P gives the behaviour probability function. We de ne the semantic function F PBT : PBTCSP ! PTM B by F PBT P b = (A PBT P ; P PBT P ). In the following section we give de nitions for A PBT and P PBT for each of the constructs of the language. The de nitions were proved sound in 7]. In section 8.6 we discuss which algebraic laws hold in this model.
De nitions of the operators
In this section we derive the semantic de nitions for each of our basic processes and for each of our operators. For most of the processes (all except probabilistic choice and recursion) the de nition of the set A of possible behaviours is the same as in the deterministic model; for these processes we derive the de nitions for the probability functions from the de nition of A. For probabilistic choice, the de nitions are easy; for recursion, the de nition is very similar to that in the deterministic model. The de nitions are summarized in appendix A.
Basic processes
The processes STOP, SKIP and WAIT t are completely deterministic and have de nitions for A of the form A PBT P b = f( ; v; s) j S( ; v; s)g for some predicate S. Behaviours of this form occur with probability one; all other behaviours have probability zero. This gives the following de nition: All behaviours not de ned in f are assumed not to occur, and so are given zero probability. 
Recursion
In order to de ne recursion, we de ne a metric on the space PTM B . We do this by considering the rst time at which two processes may be distinguished. We de ne operators < on behaviour sets and behaviour probability functions that give the behaviour of a process up to a certain time:
A The process P p u q Q acts like P with probability p, and like Q with probability q. It will have behaviour ( ; v; s) if P is chosen and P has behaviour ( ; v; s), or Q is chosen and Q has behaviour ( ; v; s). We therefore have the following de nitions, assuming p 6 = 0, q 6 = 0, and p + q = 1: A PBT P p u q Q b = A PBT P A PBT Q P PBT P p u q Q ( ; v; s) b = p:P PBT P ( ; v; s) + q:P PBT Q ( ; v; s)
Algebraic laws
In this section we discuss which algebraic laws hold in our language. Some of these laws were proved in 6] and 7]. All the laws that were described above for the deterministic model carry forward to this model with the exception of the idempotence of the external choice operators. Consider the process P b = a p u q b; P P can o er both a and b at the same time, but P cannot. In addition, the probabilistic choice operator is commutative, idempotent and associative:
P p u q Q = Q q u p P P p u q P = P P p u q+r (Q q=q+r u r=q+r R) = (P p=p+q u q=p+q Q) p+q u r R
It also distributes through all the other operators except recursion.
9 Example: a communications protocol
We consider a very simple communications protocol, transmitting over an unreliable medium. For simplicity, we abstract away from the actual contents of the communication, and consider a protocol that handles only a single message. We are interested in the probability of the message being correctly transmitted within a certain time.
The protocol is as in gure 3. Messages are received on the channel in. They are then passed along the wire W , which loses a proportion of its inputs. If Q receives the message, it acknowledges it on the channel ack and outputs on out. If P does not receive an acknowledgement within a certain amount of time, then it passes the message along W again. ; out p u q WAIT 1 ; PROTOCOL 0 Let q n be the probability that PROTOCOL 0 is not willing to perform out within n? seconds (n 2 N).
Evidently q 0 = 1 and q n+1 = q:q n . Hence q n = q n and so the protocol is willing to perform out within n seconds of receiving an input with probability 1 ? q n . Letting n tend to in nity we see that the protocol is eventually willing to perform out with probability one.
Part III

Summary
In this paper we have produced two languages with associated semantic models that are re nements of the timed failures model of timed CSP. Through the use of biased operators we have de ned a totally deterministic language. We have described a semantic model for the language which models the di erent priorities for actions, and have given semantic de nitions for all the constructs of the language. We have illustrated our language and model with a couple of examples, implementing systems that would be very di cult without biased operators. We believe that this language gives us a more powerful framework for describing distributed systems. We have then extended the language to include a probabilistic choice operator. This has allowed us to present a semantics which models the probabilities of di erent behaviours occurring. We have illustrated our model with an example. Our model will help in reasoning about stochastic behaviour of distributed systems. It will allow the speci cation and veri cation of fault tolerant processes, and the modelling of fairness. In this paper we have only given a brief overview of the prioritized and probabilistic languages and their semantic models. In this last section we will give a brief summary of more recent work on this topic.
In 8] we added a number of new operators to the syntax, such as interrupt and in nite probabilistic choice operators. We also added variable bindings to our semantic model; this allowed recursion to be handled in a much neater way.
In 9] we presented a proof system for a language using prioritized operators. We write P sat S( ; v; s), where S is a predicate with free variable representing a behaviour, to mean that all behaviours of a process satisfy the predicate S: P sat S( ; v; s) b = 8( ; v; s) 2 A PBT P S( ; v; s)
We described a language for writing speci cations, based upon the language presented in 3]; the form of speci cations written in this language is as near to the English language as possible, so that we can be reasonably con dent that they capture our requirements. For example, we write (a fromt)( ; v; s)
to specify that the process is willing to do an a at any time from t until an a is performed:
(a from t)( ; v; s) b = 8t 0 2 t; begin(s a t) u ] (t 0 ; fjaj g) 2 items v
We then presented a number of inference rules for our language. For composite processes, a proof obligation is reduced to proof obligations on the subcomponents; for example, the proof rule for left-biased parallel composition is P sat S P ( ; v; s) Q sat S Q ( ; v; s) S P ( ; v P ; s)^S Q ( ; v Q ; s) ) S( ; v P k v Q ; s) P k Q sat S( ; v; s) If P satis es S P and Q satis es S Q , and if a behaviour of P k Q satis es S whenever the corresponding behaviours of P and Q satisfy S P and S Q , then we can deduce that P k Q satis es S.
In 10] we investigated the relationship between the prioritized models and the timed failures model. We examined which timed failures could have resulted from a particular prioritized behaviour, and used this to produce an abstraction mapping between the two models. This not only helps us to understand the biased model, but also allows us to prove results about prioritized processes by proving corresponding results about their unprioritized abstractions.
In 11] we presented a proof system for the probabilistic language. We write P sat >p S( ; v; s) to mean that in every environment, the probability of P performing a behaviour that satis es S is at least p. The proof rule for left-biased parallel composition is P sat >p S P ( ; v; s) Q sat >q S Q ( ; v; s) S P ( ; v P ; s)^S Q ( ; v Q ; s) ) S( ; v P k v Q ; s) P k Q sat >pq S( ; v; s) Unfortunately, proving results about probabilistic processes is not as easy as in the unprobabilistic case. It turns out that we have to consider conditional speci cations: we write P sat >p S( ; v; s) j S 0 ( ; v; s) if in all environments the probability that P performs a behaviour that satis es S given that it satis es S 0 is at least p. This and other factors make proofs involving probabilities rather complicated. 
